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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents an architecture for information retrieval 

agents in which each agent declaratively describes its 
domain, input, output, and user interface. A mediating piece 
of software can then assemble software agents for a given 

information retrieval task, and produce a single, unified user 
interface for that task from the individual agents’ 

descriptions. 
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INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION 
The World-Wide Web now gives us ready access to many 
real-time price quotes. At the same time, many prices have 
become more volatile. For example, the price of an airline 
flight can change many times a day, and airlines 
increasingly demand immediate payment to secure a price 
quote rather than guaranteeing a reservation for several 
days. Given the above, the best strategy for buying an airline 
ticket is to constantly watch the fare for the particular date 
that you are interested in, using the Web site of the airline or 
of a travel agency (or ideally both), and to be ready to 
immediately purchase the ticket if the fare drops. 

Manual tracking would quickly become tedious. At the same 
time, supplier-side notification services (“give us your email 

address and we’ll keep you posted”) are not always 
available, often don’t let you specify precisely what you are 
interested in, and can’t generally be trusted to act in the best 
interest of the consumer. For those reasons, automated 
tracking presents a prime opportunity for software agents. In 
the airline domain, what one would want is automatic 

charting of past prices (so that one has an idea of what a 
“good price” is) as well as a notification when the price 

changes (so that one can react immediately). 
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Figure 1: How the agents should not appear to the user 

One possible approach to building such a system is to 
construct a monolithic application specialized for the airline 
domain. However, that would preclude easily re-using 

common components such as data tabulation and 

presentation for similar domains (say car rental reservations 
or real estate market tracking), and it would not let one plug 
in new capabilities on the fly (such as adding a new data 
source or a new graphing capability). 

We have therefore taken a different approach in which 
several software agents work together in retrieving data 
from several sources, tabling it, and producing Web pages 

for the end user. Each declaratively describes its input, 
output, and parameter requirements. A mediating piece of 
software called the Scheduler.then chains the agents together 

in a way that “makes sense”, and collapses (blends, folds) 
their user interfaces into one. The prime design goal was that 

the agents should appear as individual entities from a 
software engineering perspective (maintainability, 

scalability) yet appear as a unified system from a user 
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interface perspective (usability). 

Figure 1 shows an example of what we did not want the user 

interface to multiple agents to look like - the agents appear 
as separate entities that are given instructions independently. 
(The snapshot is adapted from an early version of our 
system that we built to exercise and debug the individual 

agents.) 

WALK-THROUGH: TRACKING REAL ESTATE 
This section describes the use of the Agent Playground from 
an end-user perspective. Imagine that you are about to buy a 
home in the Los Angeles area and want to keep track of 

home prices in neighborhoods you are interested in. 

Roundttip Airline licket Info @ew inauk~ 
Thanksgiving 01/l0~7 active modi& run now look at output 
Labor Day 01110197 passive modif? xun now look at output 
July Fourth 01114~7 passive modifv tun now look at output 
Halloween 01114/97 active modi!? run now look at output 

Roundctip Car Rental Info (new inauinfl 
Skiing ‘97 opn24/97 active modif? tun now look at output 
Desert Hiking ‘98 11/12/97 active modif9 run now look at output 

Resadentmi Real Estate For Sale In Speczjc Czty (new maun$ 
Phya de1 Rey 06flS197 acttve rnoti run now look at output 
El Segundo 06/05#7 &we mod& run now look at output 
Santa Monica 06/06/97 active mod& xun now look at output 
Pacific Palisades 06/06197 act~vve modSI run now look at output 
Malibu 06/06!97 .&we mod& run now look at output 

Delete some or aU of the orders above, 
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Figure 2: Walkthrough: Welcome Screen 

Nichxne for order IES 1 

c,ty El Segundo 

~~~~ Southern C&forma - 

Minimum Price (listinglink) (optio@ 

MaximumPrice (option@ 

Figure 3: Walkthrough: Entering a new inquiry 

Figure 2 shows the initial screen, now based on application 
domains rather than individual agents. 

Figure 3 shows the screen after the user clicked on “new 
inquiry” for the real estate domain. (Ignore the fact that an 
inquiry for El Segundo already existed in Figure 2 - we are 
just re-tracing the steps of the user here for the sake of this 

walkthrough.) The HyperText Markup Language (HTML) 
of this page is not hard-coded - it is synthesized on the fly 

based on the user interface needs description of the available 
agents in that domain. 

Figure 4 shows the result summary for our “El Segundo” 
inquiry, which first lists the output of the domain-specific 
agents, followed by a list of links to Web pages produced by 
automatically scheduled post-processing agents. (We are 
currently working on improving the readability of the results 

by better modeling agent output.) 

Output corn last run of ListingLink Agent (Thu Jun 25 9:32:56 
PDT 1998): 
home.html chooseState.html chooseState.redirected.html 
chooseCiw.html preResult.html resultl.hti tablenative __ 

Output Eom last run of Coldwell-Banker Southern California 

Agent (Thu Jun 25 9:34:11 PDT 1998): 
home.html textVersionJnMhtml8rstFonnhtml 
secondPonnhtmlresult.html table.native 

Output from post-processing agents 
Listing-> Table.1’0 HM 
&&,&nk .> Tabler -> Table To Hti 

Listm e 

Colrfwsll-Banker SouthemCaltfo~a-> Table To HtmI 

C,,ldwe,l-Banker Southern Cahfoma-> Tabler-> Table To Html 
Coldwell_BankerSouth~~C~a~~.> Table Tracker-> Table To Html 

Figure 4: Walkthrough: Result Overview 

After receiving a new inquiry, the system automatically 
schedules times at which the real estate agents will fetch 
new data (also based on the agents’ descriptions as 
explained later, two times a week in this particular example). 
An inquiry can also be executed manually via the “run now” 

links in Figure 2. 

Finally, Figure 5 shows the most interesting result data for 
real estate inquiries. The first two columns of Figure 5 
contain the dates between which the change occurred, the 
third column describes the nature of the change, and the 
remaining columns reflect the data from the original tables. 
If the change was a modification, an arrow (,‘->“) points out 
the old and new values of the column. 

The table was produced by a post-processing agent which 

tracks the changes to a table from run to run; this agent is 
automatically scheduled for any data-gathering agent that 

produces a table. In the real estate domain, this results in a 
compact summary of real estate market developments. For 
example, a prospective buyer could determine the prior 
history (changes in listing price, time on the market, etc.) of 
a property by searching for the street address in this table. 
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Figure 5: Walkthrough: Partial results for our running example 
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(Disclaimer: We are investigating auto-tracking of 
commercial web sites’ content for academic and personal 
use only. Any resale or republishing of such data would 
likely require a license.) 

THE AGENT MODELLING LANGUAGE 
Declarative agent descriptions are central to synthesizing 
user input forms on the fly. We will present them here, and 
subsequently discuss the algorithms operating on them. We 
have slightly prettified our actual ASCII-based, LISP-ish 
looking representation for human readability. 

Airline Reservation Agents 
In addition to the real estate domain, tracking airline fares is 
another application of the Agent Playground. 

The /TN Agent 
This section describes the model of the agent that retrieves 

flight price information from the Web site of the Internet 
Travel Network (UN). 

Like all our domain-specific agents, it declares which 
parameters it needs from the user for its query to the Web 
site. When it is executed, it will first go to the Web site’s 

home page, then possibly follow a number of links and 
programmatically fill out a number of HTML forms, 
extracting results along the way by parsing the HTML pages 
it retrieves in a heuristic manner. It then writes the results to 

a file in a standard attribute-value format (FlightTime “4: 10 

hours”, RoundTripPrice “$459.00”). These results can then 
later be post-processed by other agents. 

Agent itn "ITN Airline Agent" 
Domain roundtripAirlineTicketInfo 
Description "Lets you determine the . ..I’ 

The agent’s name and description can be used by the 

Scheduler to present it to the user; “itn” is the internally used 
short name for the agent. The domain identifies the 

applicability of the agent (based on simple string matching 
with the domains of other agents, there is no ontology of 
agent domains yet). 

Par apDir 

Agent parameters starting with lower-case “ap” (the initials 
of Agent Playground) followed by an upper-case letters are 
provided by the system whenever an agent is run. Since the 
semantics of those parameters are built into the system there 
is no need to elaborate on them in the agent description. 
Above, the ITN agent indicates that it needs the name of a 
directory in which it will write its output files. The other 
current system parameter is upUser, which is requested by 

post-processing agents because it can uniquely identify 
another job (in combination with an agent name and a job 
name). We will omit system parameter requests in the 
remaining agent descriptions. 

Par itnLogin( 
description="Your ITN login name", 
doNotEcho,takeFromPreferences) 

The description can be used to prompt the user; we have 
deleted the description string of all further parameters in this 
paper for brevity. The caller is instructed not to echo the 

value of the parameter to the output it produces, and that it 

should take the value of this parameter from user-specific 
preferences. Finally, the parameter has no type, meaning 
that the system should pass the user-provided text to the 

agent as-is. 

Par itnPassword( 
doNotEcho,takeFromPreferences) 

Par origin(type=AirportCode beginGroup) 
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Par destination(type=AirportCode endGroup) 
Par initialDepartureMonth( 

type=Month("Jan") 
beginGroup("Initia1 Departure")) 

Par initialDepartureDay(type=Day("l")) 
Par initialDepartureTime( 

type=Hour (“12 am/6 am/12 pm") 
endGroup) 

Par returnDepartureMonth(type=Month("Jan") 
beginGroup("Return Departure")) 

Par returnDepartureDay (type=Day ( ‘I 1” ) ) 
Par returnDepartureTime(type=Hour("l2 am") 

endGrouD) 

RoundTripPrice). However, we will omit our representation 
for describing agent output attributes here because we are 
still working on the algorithms making use of them. 

The Delta Agent 
The description of the Delta agent is similar to that of the 
ITN agent, so that we will only describe differences here. 

Most important is the implicit parameter for the airline of 
value “Delta” (an airline’s web site will typically not offer 
tickets for its competitors). There are also subtle differences 

Par airlihe ( 
type=Airline("American") 
legacySynonyms(initialAL,returnAL)) 

“May 07, 12 Noon”, not “May 7, 12 pm). - 
in the time inout format that the Delta agent expects (e.n. 

. - 

The type of the parameter above is Airline, with a type 
Agent delta “Delta Agent ‘I 
Domain roundtripAirlineTicketInfo 

format addendum that reauests the airline’s name - not Description “Retrieves flight price . . . ” 

symbol - be passed (e.g. “United”, not “,A”). There is a 

system, we do not yet have constructable types - if a new 
agent needs a type outside of the list, the procedural Java 

finite list of types that are currently recognized by our 

code implementing the type ontology must be extended. 

Par origin(type=AirportCode beginGroup) 

beginGroup (;‘Initial Departure”) ) 

Par destination(type=AirportCode endGroup) 

Par initialDepartureDay (type=Day (“01”) ) 

Par initialDepartureMonth (type=Month ( I9 Jan” ) 

Par initialDepartureTime( 
type=Hour ("12 Midnight/6 AM/12 Noon") 

The list of legacy synonyms of the airline parameter 
indicates that the agent in the past used different names for 
this parameter (this is valuable because the system can then 
compensate for name changes when it tabulates output over 
time). 

The origin and destination parameters above are declared to 
be an (unnamed) group. Similarly, initialDepartureMonth, 

initialDepartureDay, and initialDepartureTime logically 

belong together (making up a group named “Initial 
Departure”). 

Par initialFlightNo ( 
type=AirlineFlightNumber beginGroup) 

Par returnFlightNo( 
type=AirlineFlightNumber endGroup) 

Par keepA11Pages.t 

"H 7 Min 30","Min 5") 

type=Boolean("yes/no"), 
default="no" optional) 

Input website(bwww.itn.com") 
Scheduling scheduleAtTimeAndIncrement( 

Each agent describes where its input comes from in a 
rudimentary form. For example, the input information above 
is used by the garbage collection agent, which will refuse to 
delete output from agents that produce “original” output 

(defined to be those that take their input from external Web 
sites, rather than from files on disk). 

The scheduling information translates to “schedule jobs for 
this agent at 7:30am, or in five minute increments after that 

time if a job already exists for the previous times”. Thus, 
jobs can be scheduled for a time that is appropriate for the 

agents (we may know that a Web site’s data tends to get 
updated at 7am every morning, or that it changes only twice 

a week), the increment exists to avoid putting a heavy load 
on the Web site through a large number of automated 

requests. 

Just as the agents describe their input parameters they also 
describe the attributes of their output (such FlightTime and 

endGroup) 
Par returnDepartureMonth (type=Month ( “Jan” ) 

beginGroup ( “Return Departure” ) 
Par returnDepartureDay(type=Day(“0l”)) 
Par returnDepartureTime( 

type=Hour (“12 Midnight/6 AM/12 Noon”) 
endGroup) 

ImplicitPar airline( 
type=Airline, value=“Delta”) 

Par initialFlightNo( 
type=AirlineFlightNumber beginGroup) 

Par returnFlightNo ( 
type=AirlineFlightNumber endGroup) 

Par restrictedFare( 
type=Boolean("yes/no") ,default="yes") 

Par noOfPassengers( 
type=RangedInteger(l,4),default="l") 

Par keepAllPages( 
type=Boolean("yes/no"),default="no", 
optional, doNotEcho) 

Input website("www.delta-air.com") 
Scheduling scheduleAtTimeAndIncrement( 

"H 7","Min 10") 

Real Estate Agents 
As described in the Introduction, we have also written 
agents that automatically retrieve real estate information 

from the Web. 

The ListingLink Agent 
ListingLink is probably the most comprehensive real estate 
Web site at the moment. Our ListingLink agent retrieves the 
homes currently on the market for a given area and city by 
simulating a user interacting with that Web site. The real 

estate agents each produce a whole table (of the homes 
currently available), not just attribute-value pairs as the 
airline agents do. For that reason, they explicitly describe 

their output in an Output parameter (describing the name 
and type of the file, but not yet the semantic contents of the 

file). 

Agent listinglink “ListingLink Agent” 
Domain residentialRealEstate- 

ForSaleInSpecificCity 
Description “Gives you a table . . . ” 
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Par city(type=String(averageLength=20)) 
Par area(type=RealEstateArea 

legacySynonyms(state)) 
Par minimumPrice( 

type=String(averageLength=8) 
optional) 

Par maximumPrice( 
type=String(averageLength=8) 
optional) 

Input website("listinglink.com") 
Output singleTypedOutputFile( 

tabular,"table.native") 
Scheduling scheduleAtTimeAndIncrement( 

I'D Tue,Thu H 20","Min 10") 

The Southern California Co/dwell-Banker Agent 
This Web site offers the same type of information, but 

sometimes lists some properties that are not found in 
Multiple Listing Service sites such as ListingLink. 

Agent cbsocal "Coldwell Banker Southern 
California Agent" 

Domain residentialRealEstate- 
ForSaleInSpecificCity 

Description "Gives you a table of . ..'I 
Par city(type=String(averageLength=20)) 
ImplicitPar area(type=RealEstateArea, 

value="Southern California") 
Par maximumPrice( 

type=String(averageLength=lO) 
optional) 

Input website (t'www. cbsocal.com") 
Output singleTypedOutputFile( 

tabular,"table.native") 
Scheduling scheduleAtTimeAndIncrement( 

"D Tue,Thu H 20 Min 5","Min 10") 

Domain-Independent Post-Processing Agents 
In addition to the “wrapper” agents for particular web sites 
we also wrote a number of post-processing agents which 
tabulate and present data from the wrapper agents. This 
tabulation could occur on user demand, or could be pre- 
processed every time new data is produced. We have take 

the latter approach because the data sets are often large so 
that post-processing can sometimes take 2-3 minutes. In 
addition, our architecture allows other post-processing 
agents to be added later which will then automatically be 

scheduled 

The Tabler Agent 
The tabler agent puts the data that other agents have 
produced over time in a tabular format. For example, 
imagine that it post-processes the attribute-value output from 
a simplistic car rental agent that just writes out the time it 
ran and how much the specified car rental would cost, and 

that this agent job was run 12 times. The tabler would then 
gather the attribute-value pairs for each run from disk, and 

produce a table two columns wide and twelve rows high 
(with the columns containing the values for the date and the 

price). 

The empty Domain field below indicates that it is always 
applicable. The Scheduling field indicates that the agent 
should be scheduled after every job of an agent that gathers 
input from an external web site, and that the agent and order 

parameters should be filled in with the information that 
identifies the agent whose data we are tabling. No Input 

description is necessary because the input of the agent is 
implied in the Scheduling information. 

Agent tabler "Tabler Agent" 
Domain 
Description "Makes a table out of . ..” 
Par agent(type=AgentShortName) 
Par order(type=Job1d("19961224173000")) 
Output singleTypedOutputFile( 

tabular,\"table.native\") ", 
Scheduling scheduleForEveryAgentJob( 

agent,order) agentMustBeOriginal()", 

The Table-TrackerAgent 
Some original agents such as the real estate not only produce 
single attributes-value pairs as output (such as the number of 

listings retrieved) but also additionally write whole tables of 
information (such as the listing of homes on the market). For 
these agents, the Table Tracker can compute a table that 
summarizes the history of changes in a time series of tables. 
This resulting table of changes lists two points in time 
between which the change occurred, then lists the type of 
change, and then the entries from the original tables (see 
Figure 5 for an example). 

Agent tabletracker "Table Tracker" 
Domain 
Description "Summarizes the changes to . ..I' 
Par agent(type=AgentShortName) 
Par job(type=Job1d("19961224173000")) 
Par inputFile(type=RelativeFileName 

optional default("table.native")) 
Output singleTypedOutputFile( 

tabular,\"table.native\") 
Scheduling scheduleForEveryFileOfType( 

tabular,agent,job,inputFile) 
agentMustBeOriginal0 

The Web-Page Producer 
This agent takes a table in our native format and produces an 

HTML version of it. 

Agent table2html "Table To HTML" 
Domain 
Description "Produces a nice-looking . ..” 
Par a('cype=Agent) 
Par j (type=Job1d("19961224173000")) 
Par f(type=RelativeFileName 

optional default("table.native")) 
Output singleTypedOutputFile( 

htm1,"tab1e.htm1") 
Scheduling scheduleForEveryFileOfType( 

tabular,a,j,f) 

DECIDING WHICH AGENTS SHOULD BE INVOLVED FOR 
A DOMAIN 
There are two stages to generating a domain-specific inquiry 
entry form. This section describes the first step, which 

consists of deciding which agents should be involved, in 
what order, and when they should be run. The next section 

will then describe the second step of generating a user 
interface once it is known which agents are involved. 

We named the sub-system for the first step the Scheduler. 
Given a domain identifier (a simple string) it will first gather 
all agents in that domain, and schedule them for the time 
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that each asked for in its Sched&ing field. If that time slot is 
already taken by a run of the same agent, it will be 
scheduled for the first available time slot, based on the 

increment given in the Scheduling field. 

The Scheduler will then recursively add post-processing 
agents to the original domain agents until no more post- 

processing agents are applicable. The current post- 
processing agents are of two categories: agents that apply 
after each original agent, and agents that apply after others 
that write files of a certain type (the latter may also be 
restricted to original agents, or may not be). The tabfer falls 

into the former category because there are always some 
output attributes for any agent run - even if an agent does 
not produce any output, the Daemon running it will add 

some standard output attributes such as when the agent was 
run, and how long it took to execute it. 

Each post-processing agent will point out the parameters it 
expects to be filled in, which identify on what data it will 
run (consisting of an agent short name, a job id, and possibly 
the name of the file that they are post-processing). The 
Scheduler adds this information as it constructs the agent 
chain. 

In the airline domain, this process results in the agent order 
shown in Figure 6. We are currently working on modeling 
agent output in enough detail so that we can also combine 
the output from several different original agents in a 
meaningful way. For now, the Agent Playground does not 
combine data from different agents. 

itn delta 

tabler tabler 

table2html table2html 

Figure 6: Resulting Agent Chain, Airline Domain. 

Figure 7 shows the chain of agents for the real estate 

domain. 

listinglink 

table?ht/ ’ 1 tabler tabletracker 

1 1 
table2html table2html 

Figure 7: Resulting Agent Chain, Real Estate Domain. 

The tabler is scheduled after listinglink because it produces 
attribute-value data. tabletracker and the immediate 

tabIe2html run after listinglink are scheduled because it 
produces a tabular data file. From left to right, the resulting 
three tables answer the following questions. (We have 
omitted an equivalent graph for the cbsocal agent.) 

At what times did listinglink run, how long did each run 
take, and how many homes overall were on the market 
when the agent ran? 

What were the changes in the market over time (as in 

Figure .5)? 

What is the most recently retrieved list of homes 

currently on the market? 

GENERATING THE DOMAIN-SPECIFIC END-USER 
INTERFACE 
The user interface for giving instructions to the agents 
within one domain is synthesized based on the agent 

descriptions, an ontology of the parameter types requested 
by the agents, and a storage facility for parameters that are 
applicable to more that one inquiry. We will first discuss the 

latter two sub-components, and then describe the user 

interface generation process. 

The Agent Parameter Ontology 
We maintain a central ontology of parameter types that is 
used to check the validity of given types and to translate 

between different formats for these types. 

Both the scope and the implementation of this ontology are 

primitive. The types covered by the ontology are only those 
that we needed for the airline domain, the car rental domain, 
and the real estate domain (the domains overlap, of course, 
especially the airline and car rental domains). 

The questions that can be asked of the ontology are the 
following: 

Is the given string a valid parameter type? 

Do the following two strings represent the same value for 
a given type? 

For a given type (“Day”), type format identifier (“Ol”), 
and value (,‘7”), what is the correct representation for 
that value? (The answer is “07”.) 

For a given enumerated type, what are all possible 
values, in the canonical type format? For example, the 

values of type Month are “Jan”.. “De?. 

For a given textual type, what is the average number of 
characters needed? (An AirportCode is 3 characters 

long.) 

The Preferences Repository 
The Scheduler also maintains a file of user preferences in 
simple attribute-value format. If an agent declares that a 
certain parameter should be taken from the preferences 
(such as itnLogin and itnpassword for the ITN agent), the 

Scheduler will take its value from there. If it is not found, it 
will appear as a regular-entry field this time, and be put in 

the preferences file for future use when the user submits the 

form. 

The User Interface Generation Algorithm 
Based on the order of agents applicable to this domain 
computed in Step 1, we can obtain a list of parameters 
needed. Some of these parameters will have already been 
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tilled in by the Scheduler in Step 1, such as the parameters 
identifying the preceding job for post-processing agents. 
Some others are supplied by the Daemon whenever a job is 

run, such as the directory to write output to. 

We group the remaining parameters into required and 
optional ones, retaining the order of parameters listed by the 

first agent encountered. Parameters of subsequent agents are 
added at the end of the list (unless their name and type 
matches an existing parameter, in which case they are not 

added at all). 

From that list of user parameters needed, we remove those 
that indicate that they should be taken from the preferences 
(assuming the preferences actually contain a value for 

them). 

Domain: Roundtrip Airline Ticket Info (h/delta) 

NIclcnmefororder Christmas Flight 

Imtml Fltght No 

RestrictedFlue (delta) (option@ Yes El 

No Of Passengers (delta) (optimaI) 

Keep AllPages (optionaf) no r-3 

1 submit 

41 1 

Figure 8: Generated user interface 
for the airline domain 

For any remaining parameter, we query the parameter 
ontology for a possible default value, plus either for all its 
possible values (enumerated types) or for its textual length 
(non-enumerated ones). Finally we put parameters bracketed 
by the beginGroup and endGroup constructs in the same 
line. If the beginGroup-endGroup construct provides a name 
for the group we will omit individual field names and use 
the group name as a label describing all of them. 

Figure 8 shows the user filling out the form that is 
automatically generated for the airline domain. For example, 

the “Initial Departure” line consists of a named group, the 

“Initial Flight No.” line is an unnamed group. For 

parameters not requested by all agents involved, we list the 
short names of the agents asking for them (as in the 
“Restricted Fare” line). 

Figure 3 in the Introduction is a similar, simpler example of 

an inquiry entry form that was generated in the same way. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
The Agent Playground is a Web site based on Java servlets. 

It can be used with any browser that supports HTML forms 
and tables. A “daemon” Java process runs in the 
background, and wakes up every five minutes in order to 
check the running instructions of each user inquiry and 
executes the inquiries if they became due. 

We are currently in the process of converting the user input 
forms (Figures 3 and 8) from simple HTML forms to our 
Adaptive Forms [4], which have the advantage that they can 
encode some dependencies between fields. 

RELATED WORK 
Our research is most related to “model-based” user 

interfaces, which do not hard-code their graphical user 
interfaces but instead assemble them on the fly from 
declarative specifications of what is to be presented to the 
user [3,6,7]. Our user interfaces only consist of simple 
forms, on the other hand we try to infer not only the user 
interface from the specifications but in a limited sense also 
assemble the application itself on the fly (which agents 
should be involved, and in which order). 

On the software agents side, our work is related to 
automated information retrieval agents [2,5]. Our focus is 
different in that our agents themselves are deterministic and 
distinctly un-intelligent; our emphasis is instead on 
intelligence in the user interface. 

One particularly interesting information retrieval agent is 
ShopBot [l] which is a software robot that given a list of on- 

line vendors’ Web sites and a set of product descriptions to 
search for can learn how to query those sites for price 
information. This is done by first looking for pages that 
resemble a search form, and by then repeatedly tilling in 
permutations of the given product description into the search 
form until the result page looks like a product description for 
the product examples. Once ShopBot has learned how to 
find and till in the search form for a particular vendor, it can 

retrieve product information for that vendor instantly, and 
end-users can issue simultaneous queries against multiple 
vendors. ShopBot is superior to our individual agents in the 
sense that its wrapping of sources is more robust (less likely 

to break if Web sites are re-designed). We believe our 
system is of value if the user explicitly wants to track 
sources over time (ShopBot answers questions of the kind 
“what is available right now”), or in domains where there 
are few Web sources of interest (so that writing agents to 

retrieve information from each manually is actually simpler 

and faster than modeling the domain in such detail so that a 
generic software robot could retrieve the information). 

FUTURE WORK 
There are numerous shortcomings in our current 
implementation. For example, we should use an existing AI 
planner rather than our ad-hoc scheduling algorithm, and 
knowledge about parameter types should be stored 
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declaratively. 

We are currently working on better modeling the output of 

agents so that we can present results by their semantics 
rather than by the agent chain that produced them (as was 
done in Figure 4). In addition, more detailed modeling will 
also enable combining the output from several parallel 

agents, so that e.g. the query results for several airline agents 
can be summarized in a single table (rather than in one table 

per agent as we do now). 

We also want to add a post-processing agent that sends 
email when specified changes occur. The input parameters 
to this agent will depend on the output of previous agents. 

For example, the user should be able to select “price” as an 
attribute of interest only if the preceding agents actually 

produce such an attribute. This should also be possible with 
more detailed agent output modeling. 

CONCLUSION 
The Agent Playground presents a very small step towards a 
full-fledged application that can dynamically adapt its user 
interface to new functionality added on the fly. We 
nevertheless believe that architectures in which agents 
describe their user interface needs declaratively represent a 
promising new research direction. 
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